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The biggest dream of every ambitious athlete is to win an Olympic Medal. Healthy Intelligent

Training is the ultimate training guide for athletes and their coaches on their way to Olympic

Gold. Athletes and coaches find straightforward answers to all training issues such as training

intensity, overtraining and nutrition. The successful middle distance training program is based

on the proven principles of the outstanding coach Arthur Lydiard.
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authored many of the early classics that inspired me and thousands of others to get out and

run. Without all Garth’s early work with Arthur, there’d be nothing published to draw on.Keith

LivingstoneForeword by Barry MageeAs one of Arthur Lydiard’s original boys, it is indeed a

privilege and an honor to be associated with Keith Livingstone’s H.I.T book. The Master

Coach’s world-changing principles of training are still applied with great success in the modern

era by the greatest athletes in the world. Now this book explains why these principles have

always worked so well, as we are taken through the science of each phase in a very easy-to-

understand manner.I had 12 years of direct coaching under The Master, and trained and raced

with fellow Lydiard Olympians Halberg, Snell, Baillie, Puckett, and Julian, to name just a few.

We were each transformed by Arthur’s revolutionary new training methods into world-class

athletes. It was indeed a thrilling and exciting time to run.Murray Halberg and I were the first

two athletes to do the full track schedule that Arthur had spent years developing and which

proved so successful for the next 30 years. Male and female Kiwi runners shocked the world

time after time with amazing performances from the middle distances to the marathon. The

athletics world could not understand how so many world champion athletes could come from a

country with less than 3 million people. Eventually the principles were used all over the world.In

the mid 1960s I myself began coaching the Lydiard way with immediate success. In the years

that followed, I coached a young man named Keith Livingstone and perhaps from that

association has come this book. Before he died, Arthur Lydiard had left me with his personal

approval as the one man who fully embraced and understood his coaching principles. Over

recent years I have often been asked when I was going to write a book to explain more about

Lydiard’s training methods that could either enlarge or simplify the system by presenting it in a

new way to the modern-day coaches and athletes of the world.Well, lo and behold, Keith

Livingstone has done a superb job and in my mind, a much better one than I could have done,

with extra information to help coaches and athletes to fill in some of the cracks and to give us

more understanding of how and why this brilliant system works. H.I.T. does exactly that!

Coaches around the world would have to be very foolish if they do not read and use this book

to the maximum.In my opinion, Lydiard holds all the Keys to running success. H.I.T. shares



many of the KEYS that have been lost, forgotten or misunderstood. I totally recommend Dr

Keith Livingstone’s book to anyone who is looking for the complete training system to

complement what Lydiard has left us.Barry Magee1960 Olympic Marathon Bronze

Medalist1961 World Cup 10,000m championForeword by Lorraine MollerLike Keith

Livingstone, I grew up on Lydiard. For young Kiwi runners, it was unquestionably The Way. One

who had the good fortune to be the recipient of Lydiard’s influence remained a convert for life,

not from some faddish following or blind devotion but because his system made complete and

utter sense and showed consistent results. Countless Lydiard-trained runners like me enjoyed

a range of abilities from middle-distance track to marathon, significant athletic longevity, and

the attainment of personal dreams.Lydiard himself never expected athletes to accept his way

without question; he often said that if your coach cannot explain to you the reason for doing a

workout then you need a new coach. That is because “Lydiardism” is a system based on sound

principles, and each element of the training is a logical and necessary step up the pyramid to

excellence: stamina, strength, lactic acid tolerance and racing speed are all building blocks one

upon the other, and understanding their inter-relationship is essential to sound coaching. Each

phase of training is based on correct sequencing and timing, and the synergetic effect created

is more than the sum of its parts: physiologically and mentally the athlete is fully prepared to

break his or her limits on the day that counts.Each cycle of training builds upon the next so that

one can reasonably expect personal best performances year after year.In our fast-paced

culture we have been conditioned by many influences, especially media to look for quick fixes

and the short-term pay-off. Lydiardism offers neither of these. Like most things of value in life,

this system is based on long-term commitment and the pursuit of the highest in athletic

achievement. No method has withstood the test of time and had more success attributed to it in

the athletic world.H.I.T. captures the genius of Lydiard and delivers it to athletes and coaches

in a comprehensive and complete form. Keith Livingstone, a long-time aficionado of Arthur

Lydiard, has produced the definitive work on Lydiard training since Lydiard himself, and

brilliantly conveys the art and science that has built champions of all abilities and events with

clarity, humour and historical reverence. The Lydiard Foundation has proudly adopted this book

as its official text for all Lydiard coaching courses.Lorraine Moller1992 Olympic Marathon

Bronze MedalistCo-founder of Lydiard FoundationAbout the AuthorKeith Livingstone is a

former New Zealand athlete who has worked as a chiropractor in Australia for 20 years. He has

“coached quietly” for over 20 years and can claim to have successfully coached a current

Olympic triathlon gold medal coach and a World Masters Games treble champion. With

coaching colleague John Meagher, he has helped guide Australia’s strongest middle distance

and cross-country high school squad to a number of Australian titles.Born in Kenya in 1958,

with a twin brother, Colin, the boys emigrated with their family to Owairaka, Auckland in 1965,

and grew up within a few hundred meters of Arthur Lydiard’s home. They lived in Owairaka

Avenue, went to Owairaka Primary School, and ran for Owairaka Athletic & Harrier Club,

founded by Lydiard. Both brothers later represented Auckland in national competition.Keith was

coached for 5 years by the family grocer – Olympic marathon medalist Barry Magee, one of

Lydiard’s very first pupils, starting at 17. He won an Auckland Under-18 3000m title in record

time in bare feet in his first championship, after a summer of enthusiastic self-coached 100-

mile weeks.Keith worked as a copywriter for Radio New Zealand for 5 years and then moved to

Melbourne, Australia to study chiropractic for 6 years. For over ten years, Keith consistently ran

with the best athletes in New Zealand and Australia, in very strong eras where each country

could boast Olympic or world champions. He claimed a number of decisive wins and titles in

senior track, cross-country and road competition.As a chiropractic student at RMIT University,



Keith had access to some of the best facilities in Australia in sports science, biomechanics,

anatomy and physiology. He ran with the powerhouse Glenhuntly Athletics Club in Melbourne,

and was a key member of 12 Victorian state championship teams over cross-country and road

with Glenhuntly.His best track times (which he was never happy with) include 3000m in 8:06,

5000m in 14:04, and 10,000m in 29:19. His road times include a 44:37 for 15 km, and several

10km road times near 29 minutes.Keith was named “Victorian chiropractor of the year” in 1999

and was on the board of the Australian Spinal Research Foundation for 5 years. He has been

married to Joanne for 17 years, and they have 5 children.IntroductionYears ago, I became a

serious runner. It was no accident. It was inevitable.I grew up in a little suburb one could “toss a

blanket over.” The Auckland suburb of Owairaka was the home of Arthur Lydiard, New

Zealand’s great Olympic running coach. It was also the home of a motley band of

neighbourhood kids who Lydiard shaped into a fearsome squad that smashed world records,

won Olympic titles, and changed the face of world athletics forever. The basis of his

conditioning system was a formidable weekly run of 22 miles that started and finished in

Owairaka. This circuit, the ‘Waiatarua,’ climbed high onto the ridges of the Waitakere Ranges

overlooking Auckland from the west. Lydiard once said that every school and suburb had kids

who could be world champions, if trained correctly. We all believed him.For impressionable kids

with a bit of talent and desire, the possibility of a world-class career in athletics was real. The

neighborhood was dotted with world luminaries on the athletics stage, all home-grown. Later,

New Zealand had a renaissance of world champions in middle-distance and distance athletics.

So did Finland. The common link was the remarkable Arthur Lydiard and his principles.Sadly,

the golden days of athletic domination have long passed for New Zealand and Australia. Arthur

Lydiard’s principles have been shelved by a whole generation of athletes and coaches who

seem to have forgotten the benefits of intelligent endurance work followed by systematic speed

development.The torch has been passed to third-world countries in Africa, whose athletes

follow systems that bear much similarity to those of the original “Flying Kiwis.” There are signs

of resurgence though. One of the few male non-Africans to break the African stranglehold over

middle or distance track races in the last 18 years at world championship level has been

Australian Craig Mottram. World-class at every event from 1500m to 10,000m, he has shown

that anything is possible with his blend of extensive year-round endurance training. Early in

2006 in New Zealand, Mottram was shaded by the brilliant Kiwi runner Nick Willis in a 3.52

mile. Afterwards, he and his coach Nic Bideau met privately with some of the great “Flying

Kiwis” of the past, including Sir Murray Halberg and Dick Quax. They asked to see some of his

training diaries.“It looks just like the way we used to train!” exclaimed Dick Quax.“If it ain’t

broke, why fix it?” retorted Bideau.So that’s what this book is about. Applying the principles

pioneered by Lydiard over 50 years ago, in a modern context, with the hindsight of current

physiology.And, most importantly, you’ll have a lot of fun doing it!Unfortunately we can’t give

you Lydiard’s uncommon insight and genius as well… but why not develop your own? Arthur

would probably be very pleased if you did.Keith LivingstoneArthur (right) with Nike founder and

Oregon coach Bill Bowerman (left) and Lydiard Foundation co-founder Nobby

Hashizume.PreludeGrowing Up with LydiardAs twin boys of six, my brother Colin and I landed

in Auckland, New Zealand, after emigrating with our mother from Nairobi, Kenya, where we

had been born.This was January 1965. Our father had to remain in Kenya for quite some time;

the political situation had become quite unstable.Our mother, an experienced secondary

school-teacher, secured a good teaching position at Auckland Girls’ Grammar School. This was

before the days of equal pay for women. The only decent place my mum could afford was a

small flat at 92 Owairaka Avenue, in the suburb of Mt. Albert, Auckland. We were promptly



enrolled at Owairaka Primary School. Owairaka Primary School was a little school with its own

concrete swimming pool, and several older weatherboard classrooms, with a modern block

built in the early ’60s.On the east side of the road were all the pricey houses on the slopes of

Mt. Albert. The dividing line was Richardson Road. Owairaka Primary was on the west side.

Around it on three sides were all the “State houses.” Just below the school grounds on the west

side was a little park that none of us ventured into; it had State houses backing onto it from

three sides, and you’d get a hiding from any one of several gangs who lived down there if you

ever went into it. The only safe time was sometimes in summer when they had a version of

Little Athletics. The park was called Murray Halberg Park.Owairaka, meaning “place of

Wairaka,” was the Maori name for Mt. Albert. Wairaka was a Maori queen. The hill and its

environs were the center of our new little universe, and we’d often be up the “mountain” poking

around the pa (village) sites. “Wairaka’s tunnel,” an ancient lava cave escape route to

neighboring Mt. Roskill, had its entrance from the downstairs garage of a house in Mt. Royal

Ave. We’d visit there when the owners weren’t home. It was a typical carefree “Kiwi” childhood

for the time.The Stoddard Road shops were about 400m from the school. There was a small

Four Square grocer’s belonging to a guy named Barry Magee. We bought our groceries there.

He had been a very good runner we were told, and on one occasion he had all his medals in

the window. (Barry Magee was one of Arthur Lydiard’s first serious pupils; he was bronze

medalist in the 1960 Olympic marathon, and he was ranked first in the world in 10,000m in

1961).We were just little kids, of course, and the world of sport and athletics meant very little to

us. Our little Irish neighbour, Mrs. Vesey, who had four children of her own, would dose us up

on cod-liver oil after school so that we would grow up “big and strong like Peter Snell.” We

heard that this guy was the best runner in the world and would keep our eyes peeled for

someone who obviously looked a bit like Superman.All little boys need a place to explore and

have high adventure in. For us, this place was “the creek,” complete with brambles, rusting car

bodies, old supermarket trolleys, surprised ducks, frogs and tadpoles. A veritable Disneyland.

This creek and green strip also ran straight beside Lydiard’s place, although it was

considerably more civilized there, with concrete walls. His home, as the crow flies, was only

about 300m from our home in Owairaka Avenue, but across the other side of the creek. We’d

often play down there amidst fennel and ferns, oblivious to who lived a few meters away.After a

while we became aware of another guy who was becoming famous for beating the No. 7 trolley

bus into the center of town in the mornings; his name was Jeff Julian, and he’d won some big

marathon races, including the Fukuoka marathon in Japan. Every day he’d run to and from his

work at the Bank of New Zealand in Queen Street, and the bus with all its stops had no hope of

matching him over the 6-mile journey.My mum got another teaching job at Manurewa High

School on the other side of Auckland. A boy there was a very good runner who’d won all the

schoolboy races. His name was John Walker, and his picture was in the school magazine she

brought home. He looked very lanky, with a short haircut.One day our friend Gavin showed us

where Peter Snell lived. It was a very nice-looking house in Allendale Road, on the “rich” side

of Mt. Albert. Two stories. We knocked on the door but no one answered.As the ’60s rolled by,

we got used to the sights of wiry runners padding past us each year in the Owairaka Marathon,

or training in big packs along the roads. We’d hand out sponges from buckets or point a hose if

they wanted. One guy with a barrel chest, who looked more like a tough boxer, had his framed

picture in a local library. His name was Bill Baillie. One day we saw him run past our house, just

like in the picture! He was the best road runner in the world, and a world-record-holder for

20,000m and one hour.We didn’t know who this Murray Halberg guy was who had the park

named after him. We weren’t sure about him at all because the park wasn’t anywhere to hang



around in. Apparently he grew up around there: in Hargest Terrace, which backs onto the park.

He must have been pretty tough, anyhow, whoever he was. A little plaque on the building at the

park said he was an Empire and Olympic champion and world-record-holder in running.

Someone said he had a store in Balmoral or Sandringham, on the other side of the hill.I went

to Wesley Intermediate School when I was 11. This was situated beside a continuation of the

same same belt of State housing that my last school was near, and the same creek that ran

beside Lydiard’s home. Barry Magee’s daughter Diane was in my class. Her dad was still

running in races and winning around Auckland, as were Jeff Julian and Bill Baillie.The Lovelock

Track, named after the 1936 Olympic 1500m champion, was over the fence from our school, in

parkland beside the creek.The track was asphalt and black rubber. This was the headquarters

of the world-famous Owairaka Athletic and Harrier Club, which Arthur Lydiard, the best running

coach in the world, had founded. His house was on Wainwright Avenue, a hidden dogleg

around a few corners from the club. It was a State house like the rest.Kevin Ryan, one of New

Zealand’s toughest distance runners of the 1970s, lived a few streets away, and his parents-in-

law had a house backing onto the track. Kevin was coached by Barry Magee. Dick Quax, who

was emerging as one of New Zealand’s world champions, lived up the hill somewhere near

Summit Drive. In 1970, Quax pushed Kip Keino all the way in the Commonwealth Games

1500m in Edinburgh.Quax was coached by John Davies, who had been Olympic 1500m

bronze medalist in 1964, and Davies had been coached by Lydiard.Secondary School came

and we went to Sacred Heart College on the other side of Auckland; a Catholic day and

boarding school. It was a rugby, cricket and music school, famous for producing All Black

captains and a group of young rock musicians called Split Enz.Our first year there was 1972.

Each night after getting off the train we would trudge with our heavy bags from Mt. Albert

station, up Allendale Road, past Peter Snell’s old place, then up over the hill itself and down

again.That first year we read of Quax being a favorite for the Munich 5,000m. Then Quax was

out with stress fractures. A young guy from the South Island surprised everybody by getting

bronze in the 1500m. His name was Rod Dixon. The guy who won the 1500m in Munich, Pekka

Vasala of Finland, was trained under the Lydiard principles, as was his compatriot Lasse Viren,

who won the 5000m and 10000m. Lydiard had earlier spent about 18 months in Finland,

coaching the coaches.Even though we had no particular interest in running yet, it was not

unlike growing up in Melbourne and not being aware of AFL football or growing up in Chicago

and not being aware of basketball.1974 came, and with it the amazing Christchurch

Commonwealth Games. We watched on TV like the rest of sports-mad New Zealand. Dick

Quax missed the Games due to injury. Dick Tayler, coached by Lydiard and Alastair McMurran,

won the 10,000m in a fantastic time with a huge kick. New Zealand went wild. John Walker

medaled in the 800m and 1500m, nipping under the world record in chasing down Filbert Bayi.

Rod Dixon was fourth in 3:33, a phenomenal time itself. Jack Foster got silver with a 2:11

marathon- at age 42! A young girl named Lorraine Moller ran 2:03 to get fifth in the 800m. She

was coached by Dick Quax’s coach, John Davies.This was the start of the second golden era

in New Zealand. Tiny New Zealand with its three million people could match any nation on

earth. The men’s and women’s teams dominated World Cross Country championships in the

mid ‘70s; the “Big Three,” Walker, Dixon and Quax, guaranteed filled stadiums anywhere in

Europe. It was a very heady time to grow up for an impressionable teenager just starting to

discover some athletic ability.My brother went to Mt. Albert Grammar School for the art

programme in 1974, when we were 15. Peter Snell had gone there and played rugby and

tennis, and in the early 1930’s Arthur Lydiard went to the same school. My brother started

running and getting into the school athletic team. This was funny because he’d never been



interested in sport at all until the Commonwealth Games.In 1975, Rod Dixon was ranked world

number one in 5000m, two years after ranking first in 1500m. In 1976, John Walker won

Olympic Gold over 1500m. Quax secured the 5000m Olympic silver while Dixon was out-

lunged for bronze by the German Klaus-Peter Hildenbrand. Both were beaten by the relentless

Finn Lasse Viren, while he defended his Olympic double. Quax achieved the 5000m world

record the next year.NZ World Cross Country Champions, Morocco, 1975The men’s team was

superb despite absence of Rod Dixon. Mile champion Walker finished 4th.John Walker’s

coach, Arch Jelley, lived over the hill in Mt. Albert, on Asquith Avenue, a mile up the road from

the famous Western Springs Stadium where Snell and Australia’s great Ron Clarke had run

world records a decade earlier. Arch Jelley was with Owairaka Athletic Club. His son Martin ran

for Owairaka Athletic Club, and was very talented.Around this time we became more aware of

Kevin Ryan, who was going to win the 1976 Olympic marathon as far as we were concerned.

He lived near the Lovelock Track, and was coached by Barry Magee.Kevin Ryan was tall and

very strong and ran over 100 miles a week, and was the New Zealand cross country,

marathon, and road champion. He’d already won marathons overseas. Lydiard’s Wainwright

Avenue house was only a short jog away from Kevin’s place. Lydiard wasn’t there now; he was

overseas a lot of the time and we didn’t know where his new house was really. The new

occupants used to leave a plastic jug upside down over the tap on the lawn for Waiatarua

runners, in deference to its heritage.Kevin Ryan used to run his “official” Waiatarua run around

the famous Lydiard course, only counting the stretch from and to Lydiard’s house. It was a big

22 mile loop. Others used to run the “Waiatarua” course, but of course they would start in

slightly different places, and even though the middle 90% was exactly the same, it was never

“official.” Waiataruas HAD to be run from Lydiard’s old place to do the job. “Gotta do the work”

was Kevin’s motto.I was boarding at Sacred Heart College now, and sometimes on weekends

my brother would drag me out for a run around Mt. Albert and it felt like a lung-burning sprint

the whole way. He’d become pretty tough just from running at school.On long weekends and

school holidays, we’d often go hiking around the West Coast of Auckland. We’d camp out and

cover large distances, carrying all our gear. Eventually our vista would grow to include the

Coromandel Peninsula, Mt. Ruapehu, the Bay of Islands, and Waiheke Island. Mum was

probably glad to get us out of the house.The next year, 1975, my brother came back to Sacred

Heart, and we were both boarders. We decided to win the School Athletic Championships at

every distance above 400m. Colin coached me because he had run for over a year. We ran a

five mile hilly course around the school each night after school for several weeks, and

sometimes we would surge lamp-post to lamp-post. At first it was very hard, but gradually I

caught on.The school 800m came and we tore off like bats out of hell. Only one other guy

could hang on as we died on our stakes, and he snuck past on the line. Colin out-kicked me

with his thumping speed. ‘Stretch’ Arbuckle, the guy who beat us, won the Auckland Inter-

Schools 400m title a few weeks later. Heavens knows what we all ran our first lap in.Colin had

a “rock and roll” head on a super-athlete’s body and could often thrash me in training, even

when I was winning championship races at senior level. In later years, he much preferred

running with his dogs to racing, but he still represented Auckland as a junior and senior athlete

and ran around 50 minutes for 10 miles. He said he got far more fun out of chasing his dogs for

hours in wild steep country than wasting a Saturday waiting for a race.“We” won the 1500 and

the 3,000 in new school records; Colin would ride close shotgun, seeing off any pretenders. In

the school cross country we took off and there were several minutes of daylight before the third

finisher. We’d run a couple of times a week and play soccer in the school team; sometimes

we’d front up at Wesley Harriers and run the pack runs. This was Barry Magee’s winter



club.The next year Colin went off to art school in Dunedin, hundreds of miles away in the South

Island. I stayed on for 7th form. During the summer before he went away we decided that we

should train properly, and that, according to the Peter Snell book in the school library, meant

100 miles a week was required. Fine.We both had summer jobs at the Chief Post Office in

Auckland, sorting the Christmas mail. We rigged up a system where we’d run to and from work,

carrying daywear, and shower at the post office. I still have my diary from then; being 17 years

old, in my new Adidas Malmo basketball shoes with gum-rubber soles, I clocked up my first

100 mile week after several 80s and 90s, and then kept going.It was mostly twice a day at first,

but very quickly I came on with the long runs, often by myself. We’d worked out where the

Waiatarua course went by reading the Snell and Halberg books and talking to guys. Our friend

Gavin once asked a kid at school who lived next door to Snell if he could ask Snell to draw a

map of Waiatarua. Snell obliged, with a scrawled note saying “Good luck!”One day in January

1976 I showed up at the Lovelock Track for Owairaka’s Wednesday night club race, and asked

to join so that I could run in the Auckland Championships. One guy asked me if I had done any

training and scoffed when I answered truthfully. I duly won the Auckland Under-18 3,000m title

in 8:54, by 11 seconds, in bare feet and a borrowed singlet. It was an Auckland record. A big

tall guy in an Owairaka uniform kept yelling at me not to turn around so much as I lost several

feet each time. It was Kevin Ryan.Shortly before the Olympics that year, poor Kevin sliced

through his thigh with a skill saw, ruining his final preparation for the Games. He subsequently

ran 2:11 for the marathon on several occasions and was a top-five finisher in Boston.Later

Kevin moved to Boston and trained with the great Bill Rodgers, as well as coaching Pete

Pfitzinger, who would go on to become a two-time U.S. Olympian in the marathon, surprisingly

defeating world number one Alberto Salazar in the process. Pete is now an exercise

physiologist, coach, and highly published writer, living in Auckland.So that year was my first

year as a distance runner, and by the end of it I’d acquired Barry Magee as a coach and won

several more titles in track or cross-country.I was finally introduced one weekend to the great

Arthur Lydiard, who now and again would run workshops for coaches and athletes under his

employment with the concrete manufacturer Winstone’s.Lydiard gave a talk at our club running

weekend in the Motu Moana Scout Camp on May 16, 1976. We were a varied bunch of ages

and abilities. No current superstars were present. Barry Magee briefly introduced us, and

Arthur, who was about 59 at the time, peeled off his tracksuit after his talk and said he’d join us

for our run. All I wrote in my diary was “Arthur Lydiard came and ran Waiatarua with us.”Arthur

did the Waiatarua circuit that day under three hours with no trouble. He was a very fit, nuggety

little guy, but he seemed chatty and friendly enough. The bunch thinned considerably over the

business end up the big climbs, but Lydiard was fine in the thick of things. I was probably in

awe so I didn’t speak to him much, but I did listen in as he dispensed advice to the group. He

spoke quickly, in staccato bursts.When we had finished, Barry told Arthur that I was his new

pupil, and Arthur nodded approvingly, telling me that stamina was king and to do everything

Barry told me. It took five years to become a champion and 10 years to become a world

champion. He’d probably seen kids like me a hundred times before, and he reminded me of the

gruff movie star Brian Keith. Then after a cup of tea and some biscuits he was off!Over the next

five years I got to regularly run over 100 miles a week on the Lydiard program, and lived in

Auckland, Christchurch and Wellington in my job with Radio New Zealand. I got to represent

each province in national championships and won senior races and titles over road, track, and

cross country in Wellington, as well as some good races in Australia. I got to know or meet lots

of good and great runners, but frustratingly, never fulfilled what I thought was possible.Athletics

was my life, and all I wanted to do was one day run in an Olympic 10,000m or a World Cross



Country championship. With the Lydiard culture and program it seemed like a logical

conclusion at the time.“My athletes didn’t have to deal with pain! We enjoyed ourselves!”Arthur

LydiardIt wasn’t to be. A bad (non-running!) injury in 1979 led me to ask Lorraine Moller for

advice. She said “try a chiropractor.” I did, and now I am one! I left New Zealand in 1982 to

study in Melbourne but continued my running as much as I could.I rang Lorraine in Colorado

after Lydiard died. She helped arrange his last tour. She told me that in Boulder and in Texas

he’d spoken to packed rooms with standing ovations. It doesn’t get better than that at 86.On

what was to be his last talk, an American coach repeatedly asked Arthur how his athletes dealt

with the pain of training. Arthur didn’t seem to understand the question, whichever way it was

put.In the end he responded with an indignant reply: “My athletes didn’t have to deal with pain!

We enjoyed ourselves!”October 2007. The author with Barry Magee, Lorraine Moller, and

Allison Roe. Two Olympic marathon medalists, and one former world marathon record-

holder.How to Use This BookThis book is written for serious, competitive athletes who wish to

reach their potential over middle distance races and longer. The sole purpose of this book is to

furnish a good understanding of the major energy systems of the body and apply this

understanding to your athletics. If we succeed in that, the mission will be accomplished.We

have avoided deeply exploring such topics as biomechanics and injury prevention for good

reasons. Some books on athletics training try to be “all things to all people,” and we feel they

suffer as a result. So this book is simple.The whole book rests on a good understanding of the

“Training Pyramid” and the energy systems and muscle fiber physiology as explained in Part

Two.Each level of the training pyramid depends upon successive blocks of work having been

performed thoroughly, and if this work can’t be done because of other priorities and demands,

then the program fails.“As to methods there may be a million and then some, but principles are

few. The man who grasps principles can successfully select his own methods. The man who

tries methods, ignoring principles, is sure to have trouble.”Ralph Waldo EmersonThere are

many systems of conditioning for middle distance and distance running, and many athletes and

coaches have been successful with approaches that appear to vary greatly.So use this book as

a guide, and see where you can use the principles. Every individual situation for athlete and

coach is different.Make Training SpecificSo if the major thrust of this book is in developing the

aerobic foundation to its highest possible level in the time available before serious competition

starts, the secondary thrust is working out which of the anaerobic energy systems you’re

training, as specifically as possible for your current ability. It is totally possible to run

anaerobically at a level way beyond your level of development, with disastrous results. If you

understand these concepts alone and apply them, then reading the book will be worthwhile.At

each level of the training pyramid, there will be specific types of workouts described that are

designed to achieve the major goal of each phase leading to peak performance. The examples

given are just that; examples, and especially when developing race-specific speeds and

working the anaerobic energy systems at the business end of a season, there are endless

variables possible.It is important to realize that the important thing is the aerobic base, and

without it, the anaerobic training falls over, and results become unpredictable.Lydiard would

add to this that the balance of the program was extremely important. With hawk-like vigilance,

he could balance a program so that the different energy systems required for maximal

performance were all fully trained, rested and “ready” on the big race day.“I’m not a great

believer in sports psychology. At the highest level, the training programme is everything. It has

to be the right training, and it has to be the right timing.”Olympic Gold MedalTriathlon coach

Chris PiloneAs a general principle with younger athletes especially, once this work is continued

into the race-specific preparation phase, only one or two “intense” sessions a week are



generally required. A great deal of the remaining training time can be geared to totally non-

specific work, namely slow recovery jogging that enables any acidosis in the working muscle to

be flushed back into the general circulation, allowing the whole system to be “taken back to

neutral.”The Great SecretThis is the great “secret” of aerobic training that has been largely

ignored by current middle distance coaches. Whatever you do that is very intense has to be

balanced out with a reasonable volume of easy work. The harder you go, the more the volume

of easier work required, and the easier the better. Total rest won’t do it. Easy aerobic activity

will. That’s the secret. We’ll leave the physiologists and PhD theorists to tell us why, but if more

athletes and coaches did just this there’d be far more certainty in racing.As I write this, while

coaching two good male athletes through a track season, we noticed several competitive

athletes drop away, over only a fortnight, from personal-best 800m times of close to 1:50 for

800m, to times 4 to 6 seconds slower in good races.What happened there? Here’s my guess.

Our young athlete, full of testosterone and great natural ability, has popped a PB off a

haphazard blend of hard and fast repetitions and aerobic runs. The athlete and coach,

euphoric at getting so close to a very respectable “sub 1:50,” decide to “really do some hard

training” to nail the one minute, forty something that’s around the corner. And nail the training,

they do.It only takes ONE poorly thought out, too-hard session, to drive six inch nails into one’s

own coffin. As Australian exercise physiologist and super-coach Dick Telford has stated, a

“cloud of fatigue” ensues. Any confidence gained goes out the window, to be replaced by

anxiety. Not good. If only the athlete had jogged slowly around the park for most of his runs,

and done a little specific pace work in between races to maintain development; then we’d see

another PB!But that’s too simple, isn’t it?The Tortoise and the HareEvery year in Australia, New

Zealand, the UK, and the USA, super-talented and motivated junior athletes pop up who really

do have “the goods” to become world champions. Two or three years later their immense

potential has not been realized and frustrations set in as no improvement in times has been

made, or times oscillate between unpredictable seasonal highs and lows. The reason? Their

early racing came off what naturally developed aerobic capacity was already there, but no

significant aerobic training has been done since.Unfortunately, an attitude has snuck into

modern athletics that endurance running will “slow” athletes down and that it’s not “specific” to

the speeds of competition. Such criticisms are absolutely justified … in the short term. But if

you read this book, you’ll see that they have no basis in the real world of international success.

Look at any African or European world champion in middle distance and distance events,

scratch behind the glossy magazine articles, and you’ll find a significant component of

endurance-based work in the preparatory season, without exception.In his autobiography,

Haile Gebrselassie mentions competing in a marathon at age 15, finishing with blisters in 2

hours 48 or so on the rough high roads of Addis Ababa. We can’t complain about his speed or

range, as he ran 3:32 for 1500m indoors a few years ago and was the fastest finisher in the

business over his hallmark distances.In the “Lydiard era,” professional athletics and year-round

competition were decades over the horizon. Winter seasons could be used for preparing the

aerobic systems because the race distances were all “aerobic,” while the summer could be

used for sharpening the “anaerobic” systems. Important provincial or national titles were at a

fixed time of year that never really varied, and the only important international competitions

were the four-yearly Olympic or Commonwealth Games.All that having been said, once you’ve

read this book, you can take your knowledge and apply it sensibly, and if you have to manage

athletes through a maze of varying competitions through the year, at least you’ll be able to

ensure some level of progression and consistency.As mentioned earlier, the obvious answer for

athlete and coach is to choose the big aims for any competitive season, and tailor a program



backwards from the major races, treating any competitions along the way as purely “training

information.” This requires a great deal of confidence and control because as Arthur Lydiard

would often say, “when everyone else is running first, you’ll be running last, but you’ll be

running first when it’s important.”Here’s an instance where Arthur was “wrong”: a well-prepared

athlete will be running solidly, not last, early in the season, but when it’s important, he or she

will be running very well. However, you get the point.Melbourne athlete, teacher and coach

John Meagher has successfully guided his team of schoolboys year after year to Victorian and

national titles over track and cross-country. Some have now become successful senior

competitors with a continuing love for the sport. His squad, the “H.I.T. Squad,” features in

segments of this book, and in one chapter we show how the young squad puts the principles

together.John, in his 40s, has personally used these principles to win three World Masters

Games running titles and a national age group triathlon event in record time. He’s won medals

in world age-group duathlon, and an outright second-place in the Melbourne Marathon at

41.Years ago, John trained with great athletes such as Nourredine Morceli in the American

College system, as well as spending weeks in Kenya’s Rift Valley with the boys of St. Patrick’s

College, Iten, where he helped build a dormitory. He has “seen it all.” Together, we have refined

our interpretation of the Lydiard principles so that we can fine-tune them to the individual

athlete.John has personally trained schoolboys to times as good as 1:52 for 800 meters and

3:50 for 1500 meters, on year-round aerobic principles. One of his squad, now on an American

track scholarship, ran 49.6 for 400m and 78s for 600m in training, as well as 1:51.9 for 800m.

This same athlete, at 18, has so far kept up a regular hilly 90-minute run on weekends, and

with another couple of years of aerobic development should run a very decent 800m. Another

member of John’s squad, Daniel, now 22, won the Victorian state men’s 1500m title in

2007.While exceptional youngsters can emerge who run faster than these athletes, at least we

can say that there is still room for a great deal of improvement as these young athletes mature

into their simple programs. Their anaerobic energy systems haven’t been burnt to bits, and the

aerobic work has been fun and varied.These young athletes, if they have the desire and

commitment to compete at senior level, at least have an ingrained way of doing things that will

ensure they approach their potential over the coming years.Efficient or Effective?In terms of

short-term results, there are many ways of approaching a season that are more efficient than

Lydiard’s. There’s no question about that whatsoever. If you’re healthy and reasonably fit, then

the types of training advocated by popular running magazines will ensure rapid progression in

the short term because they sharpen whatever innate aerobic development is already there

and maximise current anaerobic potential.In terms of an athletic lifetime, and achieving one’s

fullest potential, Lydiard-based systems are the most effective.What’s the difference?Which

parachute would you prefer to jump with? The parachute packed by the person who prepared

100 parachutes in an hour, or the parachute from the slower, more methodical person who

could absolutely guarantee that every one of his parachutes would open?You are effective

when the value of what you get done is significantly higher than the cost of getting it done.An

example of efficient training is a weekly blend that incorporates long steady running, anaerobic

threshold running, short bursts of VO2 max training, several runs at very slow aerobic recovery

levels, and perhaps a short sharp session of leg-speed drills. That sort of training can ensure

an athlete races up to his or her current capabilities throughout the year. But it doesn’t increase

the total capability because the faster work tends to “sand down” or counteract the aerobic

work. This is all explored in different ways throughout the book. At some stage, the total

aerobic capacity has to be increased methodically.Effective training is thorough, and leaves no

stone unturned, and is done with the attitude that doing a job correctly is an end in itself. For



the athlete who wants to see just how far he or she can go, there’s a trade-off to be made.

Regular short-term results or long-term glory? Neither is “right”; sometimes a talented athlete

pursuing a life-time vocation has to choose a path that goes right down the middle, and good

luck to him or her.Marathon Endurance for Middle Distance SpeedLorraine Moller is a four-time

Olympian in the marathon and was a medalist at 37 years of age. She followed Lydiard’s

system throughout her career, and she was world-class at every distance from 800m to the

marathon.Lorraine said that one of her biggest frustrations in dealing with groups of coaches

and athletes these days was their inability to grasp the simplicity of endurance training for

middle distance speed. “Their eyes glaze over and they look at the floor. They’ll grumble and

say “Lydiard training! That’s all outdated!”Lorraine’s fellow Kiwi, Dick Quax, himself an Olympic

5000m medalist and world record-holder, apparently received the same response when he

talked to coaches and athletes.According to Barry Magee, one of Lydiard’s original Olympic

medalists, Lydiard himself had this to say about why modern coaches and athletes can’t

comprehend his proven system: “It’s too damned simple!”As far as the Lydiard system being

“outdated,” here is something for today’s coaches and athletes to ponder. The time of 1.44.3 for

800m was run on a grass track by 22-year Peter Snell in February 1962. It’s still the fastest

800m ever run by a New Zealander or Australian. What could he have done on today’s fast

tracks, with today’s pace-making and professionalism?(We’ll forget his 100% success rate of 5

gold medals out of 5 attempts in Olympic or Commonwealth competition for now.)Modern

coaches can also note well that the performances of Snell and his compatriots came from men

who generally worked full-time and ran their long runs in glorified tennis shoes. No sports

medicine, podiatry, exercise physiology labs, heart rate monitors, corporate sponsorships,

sports psychology, government grants, designer drugs, performance nutrition or anything as

we know them today. Zilch. Zippo. Nothing.These amateur enthusiasts were coached by a

milkman! A very clever, well-read and pragmatic milkman, mind you, but a man who also had

to support his family while coaching world champions. Without assistance.It’s probably safe to

assume that Lydiard’s theories can still apply today.Snell, now with a PhD in exercise

physiology, in recent years said that with his current knowledge base he would have changed

very little of his preparation apart from dropping some periods of jogging at speeds that were

“too slow.”“Keep Things as Simple as Possible… but Not Simpler”Although the basic premise of

the Lydiard principle is of great simplicity, there are key distinctions in its application. This is

what Lydiard had to say about his system shortly before he died, and it’s a great overview of

the true nature of his philosophy.Referring to his original method, Lydiard said it this way:“My

original training schedule required six months to complete. It started with a two-month long

aerobic build-up, followed by a month of hill resistance. Then you’d move on to a three-month

period of track training.”That’s pretty simple isn’t it? On the surface, it looks very similar to the

schedule followed by New Zealand’s latest middle distance superstar, track cyclist Sarah

Ulmer, gold medalist in the Women’s 3000m Pursuit at the 2004 Athens Olympics.Ulmer not

only lowered the world record by several seconds in the heats and semi-finals at Athens; in the

final, she pulverized it yet again.How did she do it? Many coaches have analyzed the last

months of her schedule and concluded that the intensity of her track training far exceeded

anything seen before in women’s endurance sprint conditioning. Correct. The next step was to

assume that it was this mode of training that got her there and therefore portends the way of

the future. Partly correct.Sarah Ulmer’s preparation for Athens came off several months of

intense anaerobic preparation and speed development, following a month of progressive

resistance training (low cadence and high resistance on an indoor cycle), following several

months of endurance cycling of up to 800 kilometers a week. Sound familiar? It’s as near to the



principles of the Lydiard system as one can go on a bike.Before Athens came a dozen years of

endurance-based preparation, and a slow and steady progression in times and results. Just

like Peter Snell so many years before, Ulmer was able to handle very high intensity workloads

because of her endurance background. A classic case of the more one does, the more one can

do.In A Nutshell ...The Lydiard system can be viewed as a “training pyramid.” The vast bulk of

the pyramid represents aerobic training. The tip of the pyramid represents anaerobic training.

The higher the foundation of the pyramid before anaerobic metabolism starts, the higher the

ultimate level of performance.Part 1The Training PyramidFor the purposes of this book, I’ve

described Arthur Lydiard’s work as progressively moving up a pyramid of training intensities,

until the most intense work is done before the most important competition. This is now known

as periodization.Different energy systems in the body take differing times to grow to their fullest

capacity. The slowest to develop to full capacity is the aerobic energy system, which can be

constantly improved for many years.Possibly the fastest to develop is the glycolytic anaerobic

energy system, otherwise known as the lactic acid system, which can reach its highest

capacity in a number of weeks if a suitable aerobic foundation has been laid.The alactic

anaerobic energy system, which contributes less and less to overall performance as distance

increases, can be developed very quickly too. However, while alactic capacity at the chemical

level in the cells can be pushed up to its maximum quickly, the neuro-muscular coordination to

run fast is a skill that has to be learned over time. This is well-explained in a later chapter.The

efficient movement patterns learned with fast alactic running can contribute to efficiency at all

speeds. So although the overall energy contribution of the alactic system is minimal for the

duration of a middle distance or distance race, alactic training is very important because of its

effect on efficiency and economy, and also because many races come down to a sprint at the

end.This type of work can be done safely on a year-round basis, especially on easy days, and

doing so will not harm the aerobic systems.So it can be seen that the training pyramid

concentrates on different energy systems at different times, in a balanced way that ensures all

of them come up to the maximal capacity possible at just the right time. Imagine a master chef

timing his preparation of ingredients over a large stove and you get the idea. If just one

ingredient is on the stove too early or too late, and at the wrong temperature, the whole meal

may need to be thrown out.One type of work leads progressively into another. It must be

remembered that aerobic work of an easy or extremely easy nature can be continued in

reasonable volume right into the race phase with great success.In fact, if intense work is being

done at the top of the training pyramid, it must be assumed that it is being buffered by ample

very low intensity running sessions that are very aerobic in nature. This balances the system

and allows the body to cope with the mounting acidosis that hard training and racing invokes,

and come back for more intense training again.Physiology of the Lydiard Training

PyramidPlease read this chapter very carefully, because it is foundational to the rest of the

book. Below is an illustration of the key energy systems and training phases we will be referring

to throughout the text.Read the definitions that follow this page before we proceed with the rest

of the book.PLEASE NOTE:This is the correct and logical sequencing of the energy systems

and intensity levels as we approach a peak racing phase for middle distance. The phases each

represent a specific energy system, a specific range of muscle fiber types, and a specific type

of training that will best develop these. Leg-speed drills can be continually used, year-round,

and although technically they are anaerobic, the work bouts are so short and recoveries so

long that acidosis isn’t created to any degree.Physiology of the “You Can’t Run Fast if You

Don’t Train Fast” Pyramid: Too Much, Too OftenYou will see that by continually pushing during

training, that not only does the aerobic part of the pyramid never get to its highest possible



levels in the available time, but “Yo-Yo” results are more likely, and systemic acidosis results,

leaving the athlete open to illness and injury. It is impossible to get the best anaerobic training

results because the cellular mechanisms for balanced chemistry and repair are compromised.

We never ever get to our potential. We may approach it quickly in our first year or so of training

like this, but then as the aerobic base declines, as it will, we will never really improve.Running

Physiology TermsExercise physiology is still an infant science. We don’t deal in areas of black

and white when dealing with the variations in genetics that will surface in any population, and

we probably never will. We deal in broad principles, likelihoods, and tendencies. Particularly

when discussing the energy systems, we are dealing with a spectrum of grey shades. Nothing

is absolutely black or white, but some things are very dark grey and some things are very light

grey. For instance, at any given exercise intensity, ALL of the energy systems will be active, but

some are extremely active, some play a supportive role, and some are nearly silent. What

follows, in practical terms, is all we need to know for now.AEROBIC RUNNING: Exercise with

oxygen. Running that is at an effort level and heart rate where the oxygen breathed in is more

than enough to supply the demands of the exercise. In practical terms, this sort of running can

be maintained for many minutes or hours in a fit athlete. At slow rates, body fats (fatty acids)

are used more as fuel. At faster aerobic speeds, more carbohydrates are used. Fat fuels are

abundant in the body, whereas carbohydrate stores are far more limited.ANAEROBIC

RUNNING: Running that is at a higher effort level where the blood supply and oxygen delivery

are insufficient to meet all of the demands of the exercise. Fuel is used without oxygen, but

acidic by-products build up that eventually stop the exercise. This can happen very rapidly with

high-intensity running or can build up gradually with very strong running over much longer

distances.ANAEROBIC THRESHOLD: The zone or “grey area” where the oxygen delivery to

the working muscles is only just enough to meet the energy demands. Above this level, the

muscles are unable to easily disperse acidic waste products, and work rate is forced to slow

again. Below this level, the working muscles can still function efficiently in the presence of

oxygen.This is the pace a well-trained endurance athlete can race at for between 50 and 60

minutes; whether of average or world-class ability, threshold can only be maintained for about

this time range.ACIDOSIS suppresses normal nerve function and muscle contraction, so if a

high rate of work is continued, eventually the exercise is forced to stop. This creates an

“oxygen debt” that has to be paid back with rapid breathing once exercise has stopped.All

running above or faster than the “anaerobic threshold” pace is considered

anaerobic.ISOCAPNIC BUFFERING ZONE: Fancy name for prolonged running just a heart

beat or two above your anaerobic threshold.Enzymes, Acids and ChemistryEnzymes are

substances that greatly speed up the rate of chemical reactions, sometimes to the order of

several hundred thousand times.OXIDATIVE or AEROBIC ENZYMES: Oxidative enzymes

produced in the energy factories of the muscle cells (mitochondria) greatly increase the ability

of the muscle to extract oxygen from the blood, and energy from fats and sugars. They exist in

very high levels in trained slow twitch muscles, and in high levels in some endurance-trained

fast twitch muscles.GLYCOLYTIC ENZYMES: These enzymes extract energy rapidly from

glycogen stored in muscle cells, in the absence of oxygen. This process of anaerobic energy

extraction is known as glycolysis. Glycolytic enzymes are highly concentrated in fast twitch

(Type II) muscle fibers, which are the primary source of anaerobic energy for short, high-

intensity work bouts.LACTIC ACID OR LACTATE: As mentioned earlier, this is an energy-rich

substance produced by exercising muscles in the absence of oxygen. The production of lactate

accompanies a sharp rise in hydrogen ions, and it is these that create the acid environment

that causes muscular work to cease. It is a reasonably harmless or inert substance. Once



blamed for post-exercise muscle soreness (now called DOMS or delayed onset of muscle

soreness), the culprit has now been deemed as micro-trauma to the muscle fibers, and the

attendant inflammation.MusclesMOTOR UNITSThese are groups of muscle fibers, usually all

of the same type (i.e., slow twitch, fast twitch), supplied by a single incoming nerve axon (like

an electric cable). If sufficient electrical charge is delivered by the nerve, every fiber in the

motor unit will contract at once. If not enough, the motor unit doesn’t fire at all.‘ALL OR NONE’

PRINCIPLEThe principle of “firing” a motor unit is very similar to that of “firing” a spark plug in

a car engine. When enough voltage and current is delivered (threshold summation) by the lead

to the spark plug, it fires. If the current is below the level required (sub-threshold summation),

the spark flug fails to fire. The electrical current (electromotive force) that fires motor units is

generated by the brain, and delivered by the nervous system.So we can see that muscle fiber

recruitment and coordination is very much a brain function, and just as in regular electronics,

large voltages and currents are best delivered by large insulated cables, and small voltages

and currents by small insulated cables.THE SIZE PRINCIPLEWithin a contracting muscle,

motor units usually fire off according to the size principle, which means that they usually fire off

in the order of smallest motor unit to largest, smallest nerve axon to largest.The smallest motor

units are usually made up of slow twitch fibers with small nerve axons, and the biggest of fast

twitch fibers with big nerve axons.Slow Twitch Type IFires 1st until all fatiguedSmall incoming

nerve axonsFast Twitch Type IIAFires 2nd to maintain tensionBig incoming nerve axonsFast

Twitch Type IIBFires last only if forced to Massive incoming nerve axonsUsually, the huge and

powerful fast twitch fibers are not easily trained (i.e., recruited first) unless there is either a

massive load to lift (hard to do when running), or if the size principle is reversed (possible with

a certain type of simple exercise), or if all the slow twitch and IIA fibers are taken progressively

to exhaustion by prolonged endurance exercise, thereby forcing the massive IIB fibers to be

recruited to maintain tension (very long runs).This leaves us with three options to train and

increase the cross-sectional area of our most powerful muscle fibers.Options 2 & 3 have

always been part of the Lydiard principles for over 55 years. For now we will briefly look at

Option 2, before re-examining it in detail in the Hill Exercise section later. Option 1 is discussed

in the Strength Training Section in Part 9.Reversing the Size PrincipleThe size principle can be

reversed by a sudden lengthening (eccentric) stretch of a (concentrically) contracting muscle,

as in plyometric exercise, or skipping, or hill-springing. This is why Lydiard’s hill exercises were

so effective: we now know that he was using a principle in physiology that has only recently

been demonstrated by research.Selective Muscle Fiber RecruitmentFor small loads, only some

of the slow twitch fibers are required, and therefore the brain and nervous system selectively

choose which slow twitch fibers to “fire.” In fact, the car engine analogy is very useful here.

Recent advances in engine design have mimicked nature by allowing large engines to

selectively fire fewer or more cylinders according to requirements. This is exemplified by

Honda’s variable cylinder management or VCM device.MUSCLE FIBERSThe previously

named muscle fibers are the three main types that we need to know about.Two are contrasting

sub-types of the fast twitch variety.Slow twitch fibers (Type I, also called ST) are fatigue-

resistant, generally highly aerobic, and have a very rich blood supply. They are redder in colour

due to the presence of myoglobin, the equivalent of hemoglobin in red blood cells. The slow

twitch muscle cells have very high concentrations of mitochondria; furnace-like structures that

can use carbohydrates or fats to produce high yields of energy. Slow twitch muscle fibers can

have very high levels of oxidative enzymes, and although they can’t contract as explosively as

fast twitch fibers, they can generate equal tension given equal cross-sectional area. In other

words, they can move just as much weight, but not as quickly. Their motor units are smaller



than those of the big fast twitch fibers, and so more muscle fibers will be present given an

equal cross-sectional area.Although called “slow twitch,” they’re more actually described as

“slower twitch,” as they can “twitch” at 10-20 times per second, compared to fast twitch fibers,

which can twitch 30-70 times a second. They can contribute a lot of force production at very

high aerobic speeds and combine with IIA fibers in producing force at glycolytic speeds

approaching those of 800m running. They can continuously contract for up to two hours or

more at lower loads. At low load levels, slow twitch muscle fibers can fire off asynchronously;

meaning differing fibers will come into play across a muscle according to local fatigue levels

and fuel levels. Fast twitch fibers fire off synchronously in an all-or-none pattern directed by

their large incoming nerve axons.

Healthy Intelligent Training HealthEquity, Healthy Intelligent health insurance, Healthy

Intelligent health screening, Healthy Intelligent health department, Healthy Intelligent

healthcare marketplace, Healthy Intelligent healthy snacks

Steve Nicholas, “A Worthy Successor. A very interesting update to the Lydiard method. The

author was a protégé of Barry Magee, 1960 Olympic marathon bronze medalist and one of

"Arthur's boys." He notes that there is very little that Lydiard advocated that hasn't been verified

by exercise physiologists in the intervening years.There are three things that I really liked about

this book as a companion piece to anyone who has read or studied the work of Arthur Lydiard:

1) His work includes more charts than the original master; 2) because his work is later, he can

comment on later interpretations of Lydiard's principles (his critique of the Australian or

"complex" system is spot on based on my experiences in what I later realized was this method,

which insists that one do nothing but steady runs for the first two years of building up and

incorporating intervals and speed work every week) and provide more science to back it up; 3)

on a more superficial level, this book was more aesthetically pleasing with full-color pictures

and illustrations to lighten the mood.Because Livingstone trains high-school age students

rather than elite world-class runners, some of his examples may seem more relevant to those

of us a little lower on the mountain.”

IndianaRunner, “Pros: - this is my antidote to the "quick .... Pros:- this is my antidote to the

"quick fix" training philosophies bantered about in contemporary running circles; Lydiard's

methods are timeless and are well summarized by Livingstone- pair this with a search through

the LetsRun message boards for "Lydiard" to get a thorough presentation of Lydiard's

approach- keep in mind that Lydiard's methods were somewhat fluid; so there is some

variability allowed, but this book captures the essence of his philosophyCons:- there is some

fake science in this book; feel free to skip through the parts about Diet Soda, etc.- I don't

advocate for drinking Diet Soda, junk food, etc., but the 'studies' cited by Livingstone are not

high quality studies”

D. Wagner, “Best Lydiard book available. I have most if not all the published Lydiard books. This

is the best book out of all of them.It gives a good overview of the Lydiard training pyramid. It

explains the why of each training phase. If you are looking for training schedule examples, like

other running books have including some of the other Lydiard books, you might be

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/XqQQq/Healthy-Intelligent-Training-2nd-Ed-The-Proven-Principles-of-Arthur-Lydiard


disappointed, but if you read the book and apply the principles to your current fitness level you

could make a plan that fits your needs; this is not a cookie cutter book to follow blindly.This

book also incorporates the Jack Daniels' VDOT system in the Anaerobic phase to help guide

interval pace intensities. Other Lydiard books and articles tend to use the 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, 7/8

efforts when explaining intensity. Including VDOT pacing gives another measurement used to

explain the Lydiard Anaerobic phase.”

XFatMan, “A book any serious runner should have. When you read the first reviews that pop

up, you will know why this book is so good. There is no reason for me to repeat anything here

or to add any positive points. After having read Lydiard, you will not find anything new here. Of

course not: if you have informed yourself about the content of this book before buying it, you

will be well aware of this fact. In fact, you can get all the essential information from free files

that are spread all over the web. However, you will find very clear information on why it works

and how it works the way it does, which is sometimes a little difficult to grasp from Lydiard’s

books. The fact that makes me rate this book 4 out of 5 that there is a lot of storytelling going

on. It could have been more succinct, but then again I doubt the author would have had any

reason to go beyond a hundred pages. I think it is well worth the money, though.I have adopted

the outlined training plan on page 265 about a week ago, and I can tell you there is already

progress. With nine years of running under the belt, you can hardly say that I am a beginner.

There is actually so much progress that I regret not having started earlier. Until then, my

training was largely based around the ideas found in Daniels’ Running Formula, which is also

excellent. I just think that I thrive more on aerobic work and higher mileage than on interval-

based training.”

david taylor, “The best book on running training I own.. I`ve read Running with Lydiard and

Running to the top, both by Lydiard- which are great books - but this book explains how to put

training into practice much better - especially the hill phase and the reasons for it (possible

alternatives). Its a book i will keep going back to.If you want to become a great runner and are

not looking for shortcuts to get there this is the book for you.”

Craig D, “Helped me get to 1.41 half marathon pace. Brilliant book, excellent diagrams and

great explanation of lydiards system of train. Great insight into training, racing and coaching.

Really helped me a midlife runner make good progress. I cant recommend it highly enough.”

Run Mal Run, “Essential Reading for Arthur Lydiard Disciples.. Excellent book. Essential

reading for all Lydiard disciples except that it might change your interpretation of the New

Zealand coach's training. Not all slow mileage - in fact quite the opposite.”

Lancsman, “Great manual. If you are just going to buy one book about training for running, buy

this one. It's all about Lydiard's training methods, but with the rough edges taken off. Plenty of

detail and real life examples. I've got loads of running books and this is the one I keep dipping

into, along with Lore of Running and (for inspiration) The Lonely Breed (Ron Clarke).”

The book by Rina Harris has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 93 people have provided feedback.
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